
Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults 
August is the month dedicated to the Blessed Sacrament 

 

Gospel: Luke 12:13-21 from the Eighteenth (18th) Sunday in Ordinary Time Cycle C 

Doctrinal and Pastoral Issues:       * Social Justice 

          * Sacramental Theology 

          * Sacraments in General 

06 August  Transfiguration of the Lord….an unveiling of the Divine Glory of Christ 

07 August  Sixtus II     Pope and Martyr    (d. 258) 

  and Companions  Martyrs     (d. 258) 

07 August  Cajetan    Priest      (1480-1557) 

08 August  Dominic    Priest      (1170-1221) 

10 August  Lawrence    Deacon/Martyr    (d. 258) 

11 August  Clare of Assisi   Virgin/Foundress of the Poor Clares  (1194-1253) 

 

SMALL GROUP-SESSION ONE 

 

#1  What is Jesus’ attitude toward wealth? How does this compare with your own outlook? 

 How does it compare with that of contemporary American society? 

 

#2  Do you ever find yourself anxious to have a bigger or better house, car, etc.? 

 

#3  What characterizes true generosity? 

 

 

 

Sacrament… 

A sign or symbol of God’s love and presence….instituted by Christ to produce grace…. 

……the visible form of invisible Grace. 

 

SMALL GROUP-SESSION TWO 
 

#1 What are some of your personal symbols; that is, what objects, actions or events stand for something  

else that is of  special significance to you?  (i.e. the dove as a symbol of peace; a wedding band as a 

symbol of marriage; a special gift may stand for a friendship, or forgiveness, etc.).  How did these 

objects come to have this significance?  What do these bring to mind when you see them?  

Do these have any history that comes to mind when you see them? 
 

#2 The Church uses symbols in its worship.  What symbols have you observed in the Liturgy of the  

Word?  What do these bring to mind when you see them?   

Do these have any history that comes to mind when you see them? 
 

#3 A direct relationship exists between the visible sign and the invisible mystery of God’s grace that we  

celebrate and encounter in a special way in a sacrament.  What are some of the things that come to 

mind when you see or think of water?….light?….oil?….bread?….wine? 
 

#4 What are some of the spiritual realities that these material things suggest to you? 
 

#5 What do the symbolic actions of rubbing with oil, bathing, eating a meal with friends, embracing and  

 so on, suggest to you? 
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